
BILL COUNTER

Brand: Safescan
Model: 2985-SX
Color: Grey
Article: 112-0609
UPC: 888338336547

The Safescan 2985-SX is your ultimate tool for easy and effective counting, validation and sorting of bills, offering professional-grade mixed-bill counting 

and counterfeit detection. A large touch screen with quick menu, numeric keyboard and individual presets ensures fast operation. Featuring a dual-

pocket design and CIS technology, it will value-count even the most advanced currencies, such as those printed on polymer, those that have 

transparent windows and those whose denominations have nearly identical dimensions. Designed for high-volume use, the 2985-SX is ideal for 

businesses that need fast, error-free counting for multiple currencies and proven 100% accurate bill authentication.

BILL COUNTER
2985-SX

ADVANCED DUAL POCKET COUNTER AND SORTER

Suspected counterfeit bills are placed in the 
reject pocket

Value-mix: Counts bills in stacks of a preset 
value

Large color touch screen with quick menu and 
numeric keyboard

- Counts up to 1,200 bills per minute

- 18 default currencies for checking and counting

- Counts sorted bills for all currencies

- Counts unsorted bills for 18 supported currencies

- 100% tested 7-point counterfeit detection

- Double CIS sensor technology

- Adjustable counting speed 

- Automatic currency and denomination recognition

- Supports serial number scanning

- Color touch screen with quick menu and numeric keyboard

- Counting modes: mix, value-mix, multi-mix, sort, sort version, face,   

 orient and sheet counting

- Multi-mix: counts different currencies in a mix, no need to sort per   

 currency in advance

- Value-mix: counts bills in stacks of a preset value

- Add function and batch counting

- Dual operator function with individual presets

- Auto-start and stop function
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

- Product type                 Automatic bill counter

- Counting speed         800 / 1,000 / 1,200 bills per minute 

- Detection method        Ultraviolet, magnetic ink, metallic thread, infrared, image, size and thickness

  Serial number scanning (USD, EUR, GBP, CNY, HKD, JPY, SGD, THB)

- Supported currencies    USD, GBP, EUR, CAD, MXN, CNY, HKD, JPY, KRW, MOP, TWD, SGD, MYR, THB, IDR, PHP, AUD, NZD

- Hopper / stacker capacity Up to 500 / 220 bills

- Reject pocket capacity    Up to 50 bills

- Currency updates            Via USB-A port or SD card

- Display                           3.2” TFT color touch screen

- Interfaces                      RJ-10 (for use with optional Safescan TP-230 printer and Safescan Money Counting Software)

                                       RS-232 (external display connection)

- Dimensions (WxHxD)    10,6 x 11,8 x 11,5 inch

- Weight                         20,2 lbs 

- Power                             110V-240V

- Certifications / compliancies   CE, FCC, WEEE, RoHS, REACH

PACKAGE CONTENTS
- Safescan 2985-SX 

- Power cord

- Cleaning & service kit 

- Dust cover

- Safescan Money Counting Software cable

- Warranty card 

- Quick installation guide

ACCESSORIES

Safescan TP-230 Thermal printer
Art. no: 134-0475 grey
Art. no: 134-0535 black

Safescan MCS Software
Art. no: 124-0500

Safescan Cleaning cards
Art. no: 136-0546

Safescan USB Cable
Art. no: 124-0458

WARRANTY
- 3 years   

TESTED
- 100% counterfeit detection 

 (www.ecb.eu, www.bankofengland.co.uk)  

 


